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The detailed scope of PO and CO is published on college website, published in

prospectus, etc. In BA, our college students are allowed to choose from any three
subjects from the cluster of English, Kannada Hindi , History ,Geography ,

Economics ,Political science, Sociology, Education,Jou rnalisu m and Mass

communication

Students who undergo B.A. programme would develop social, political, historic

and literary consciousness and will be able to appreciate the different civilizations

and culture along with social perspectives phenomena. The Students who option

BA along with three major subjects have to learn two languages, which will help

them in inculcating advance reading, writing, speaking interpretative and

composition skills in both languages.

Employability: The Students completion of the B.A. programme will be equipped

to face competitive exams i.e. Government and Public Exam and any private

organizations' exams. They can also be employed in media, hospitality, and

tourism and in Drivate sector

Values: On successful completion of undergraduate degree, Students will be

capable of appreciating the literary and cultural diversity, critical thinking about

the issue of contemporary relevance and are able to form their own opinion on

these aspects.

The B.COM programme aims at imparting graduate knowledge analysis and skills

of understanding and participating in modern business world. The students would

also take up professional career.
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Program outcomes and program specific outcomes for all programs offered by

institution are stated and displayed on website and communicated to teacher

and students.

Response:

Kannada:

Po :Kannada being the mother tongue of our students of I and ll B COM and of BA

l, ll and lll, students learn Kannada as their first language. For BA students

Kannada is also offered as optional subject. The course is for 100 marks and 3

credits. Ancient , Medieval and Modern Kannada include Vachan, Das Sahitya.

Dramas, Novels are introduced in the syllabus. This will enrich literary and poetic

skills of the students. Focus upon grammar and comprehension aspects helpin

enha ncing the language skills.

co:BCOM I and llstudents and BA l, ll and Final year under-graduate programme

is to orient the students to articulate language, literature and culture mode. As it
is the mother tongue, it will help them to conceptualize new ideas , improve

debating skills and understand and infer in an analytical manner their own ideas

and others'.

English:

Po: On successful completion of the programme, Students will be able to
understand, speak and write in English to acquire knowledge of linguistic

structu res and communication skill.

coTo increase students awareness of correct usage of English grammar in writing
and speaking ability and to fluently comprehend and communicate in English.
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Hindi

PO :Programme creates interest towards Hindi literature and imparts Knowledge

of rules related to the language. In addition to that tha art of implicit speaking is

developed in students.

CO : To increase students awareness of correct usage of Hindi grammar in writing

and speaking and to fluently comprehend and communicate in Hindi

Economics:

PO: Develop students' skill to analyze individual decision making, how the
government functions, the impact of the policies on the concerned (parties)

shareholders, capability to assess the economic situation in both broad

knowledge of micro and macros economics.

co: lmpart knowledge about micro and macro economic concepts and the

theories and understand the importance of collection of data and use of data in

problem solving.

History:

Po: After completion of the programme, students should be able to acquire

historical knowledge,understand the methods of historical enquiry to have

broader perspective of cultural, economic and social aspects about the past.

co: The students after completion of the programme are able to think and

apply historical methods. Evaluate critically the records of the past, able to

communicate their thoughts clearly and conceptualize and execute a research

WOTK.

Geography

Po : Students will develop a good understanding of the concepts of space, place

and regions and their importance in explaining world affairs.
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co: After successful completion of the programme, students are able to
appreciate the relationship between geography and culture and can read,

interpret and generate maps.

Sociology

Po: The programme aims of training students to understand basic social

processes of society and understood and interpret the role of social processes and

socia I institutions.

co : Develop the ability in students to have sociological perspective, identify and

explain social problems and find appropriate solutions to the current social

o ro ble ms.

Political Science :

Po: After completing the programme one should be able to understand

concepts and political science fundamental principles and theories of politics

appreciate cu rrent political issues.

co:Students will be able to understand political field, participate in the politics of

nationaland international policy issues and develop critical thinking.

Education
po:After completing the programme the students will be able to recognize the
philosophical dimensions , analyses the knowledge and comprehend the

communication process.

co:students will be able to understand field,, scope,recognize the types of
education and understand the concept of philosophy of education.
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Journalism and Mass Communication

PO programme will bring an overall familiarity of the field to the students. They

should be proficient in theory and practice in general And helps them to be a

responsible citizens to the society as a product.

CO After completion of the 3 or 4 year degree course students will be able to

identify the distinct use of Journalism and mass communication and its
professional aspects including career op portu n ities.They will be also able to

recognize and use the terms specific to media and significance of changes in the

oractice.

Commerce:
po:programme enables the students to peruse their profession as a Managers,

Accountants, Auditors, Secretary, StockMarket and Savings, Investment Advisors,

Bank Manager or else he may take up foreign trade as a importer and

exporter.Even he can provide the service of storing by establishing warehouses

and can be a chartered Accountant.

co: After completion of Commerce programme, students acquire abundant of

knowledge in the various fields such as Business Law, Income tax,

Fina ncia lAccou nting, Management Accounting, Corporate Accounting, Financial

Managers,HRM and etc.,
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